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ABSTRACT Using a modified atomic force microscope (AFM), individual double-stranded (ds) DNA molecules attached to
an AFM tip and a gold surface were overstretched, and the mechanical stability of the DNA double helix was investigated. In
-phage DNA the previously reported B-S transition at 65 piconewtons (pN) is followed by a second conformational transition,
during which the DNA double helix melts into two single strands. Unlike the B-S transition, the melting transition exhibits a
pronounced force-loading-rate dependence and a marked hysteresis, characteristic of a nonequilibrium conformational
transition. The kinetics of force-induced melting of the double helix, its reannealing kinetics, as well as the influence of ionic
strength, temperature, and DNA sequence on the mechanical stability of the double helix were investigated. As expected, the
DNA double helix is considerably destabilized under low salt buffer conditions (10 mM NaCl), while high ionic strength
buffers (1 M NaCl) stabilize the double-helical conformation. The mechanical energy that can be deposited in the DNA double
helix before force induced melting occurs was found to decrease with increasing temperature. This energy correlates with the
base-pairing free enthalpy Gbp(T) of DNA. Experiments with pure poly(dG-dC) and poly(dA-dT) DNA sequences again
revealed a close correlation between the mechanical energies at which these sequences melt with base pairing free enthalpies
Gbp(sequence): while the melting transition occurs between 65 and 200 pN in -phage DNA, depending on the loading rate,
the melting transition is shifted to 300 pN for poly(dG-dC) DNA, whereas poly(dA-dT) DNA melts at a force of 35 pN.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of new experimental tools allowing
piconewton force resolution and Ångstrøm precision posi-
tioning of force sensors, mechanical experiments with sin-
gle molecules have become possible (Binnig et al., 1986;
Florin et al., 1994; Kasas et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1994;
Merkel et al., 1999; Moy et al., 1994; Radmacher et al.,
1994; Rief et al., 1997a; Smith et al., 1992). Such experi-
ments have not only given new insights into intra- and
intermolecular forces; they have also shown variations in
physical parameters of individual molecules with respect to
the mean values derived from ensemble measurements (Per-
kins et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1992). Furthermore, by
investigating single polymers far from their maximum-en-
tropy conformation, these experiments have inspired new
concepts in polymer physics, which go far beyond the
classical models of this field and incorporate enthalpic
deformation and conformational transitions of polymers
(Ahsan et al., 1998; Heymann and Grubmu¨ller, 1999;
Marko, 1997, 1998; Marszalek et al., 1998; Rief et al.,
1997b, 1998).
Early on, the mechanical properties of DNA attracted the
interest of both physicists and biologists, because of their
importance to numerous biological processes, such as DNA
transcription, gene expression and regulation, and DNA
replication. Early stretching experiments with single DNA
molecules investigated the influence of electrostatic screen-
ing on the persistence length (Smith et al., 1992) as well as
the hydrodynamic coupling between DNA and the sur-
rounding fluid (Perkins et al., 1995, 1997). As higher forces
could be applied to the molecule, a highly cooperative
conformational transition was discovered, where the natural
B-DNA is converted into a new overstretched conformation
called S-DNA (Bensimon et al., 1995; Cluzel et al., 1996;
Smith et al., 1996). New theoretical models, as well as
molecular dynamics simulations, have shed light on the
molecular details of this overstretching transition (Ahsan et
al., 1998; Konrad and Bolonick, 1996; Kosikov et al., 1999;
Lebrun and Lavery, 1996; MacKerell and Lee, 1999;
Marko, 1997, 1998), and the role of twist stored within the
double helix has been investigated both experimentally and
theoretically (Allemand et al., 1998; Marko, 1997, 1998;
Strick et al., 1996, 1998). More recently, unzipping exper-
iments with individual lambda DNA molecules have dem-
onstrated a correlation between the unzipping forces and the
average GC and AT content of the unzipped segment of the
molecule (Bockelmann et al., 1997; Essevaz-Roulet et al.,
1997), and the unzipping of pure CG and AT sequences
directly revealed the sequence-specific base pairing forces
in DNA (Rief et al., 1999). Finally, DNA transcription by
RNA polymerase (Wang et al., 1998; Yin et al., 1995) and
binding of RecA to DNA (Hegner et al., 1999; Le´ger et al.,
1998) could be directly investigated under native conditions
with single-molecule force experiments.
In this study we investigate the mechanical stability of
single DNA molecules as a function of stretching velocity,
buffer composition, temperature, and DNA sequence, using
AFM-based single molecule force spectroscopy. Further-
more, the kinetics of the force-induced melting of the dou-
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ble helix, as well as its reannealing kinetics, are directly
investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
-BstE II digest DNA (length distribution 117-8454 bp) was purchased
from Sigma (Deisenhofen, Germany). Duplex poly(dG-dC) (average
length 1257 bp) and poly(dA-dT) (average length 5090 bp) were purchased
from Pharmacia (Freiburg, Germany). For the preparation of dsDNA
samples, the DNA was used as received and diluted with Tris (Sigma)
buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA
(Sigma) to a final concentration of 100 g/ml. The DNA was allowed to
adsorb to a freshly evaporated gold surface from a 100-l drop of the 100
g/ml DNA solution (24-h incubation, ambient temperature), or alterna-
tively, a 100-l drop of a 100 g/ml DNA solution was allowed to dry on
the gold surface. Prior to the experiments the samples were rinsed with
buffer solution containing no DNA, to remove excess DNA from the
sample surface. Single-stranded DNA was obtained by dialyzing double-
stranded -BstE II digest DNA against Millipore water (Millipore Systems,
Molsheim, France). The sample was prepared as described for dsDNA,
with all preparation steps carried out in Millipore water instead of Tris
buffer.
The samples were mounted in a custom-built AFM (Oesterhelt et al.,
1999) with a piezo translator with a z-range of 6.7 m. The piezo extension
was controlled with a built-in strain gauge. Individual DNA molecules
were picked up from the sample with untreated Si3N4 AFM tips (Mic-
rolevers; Park Scientific Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA) by the application of
a contact force of several nanonewtons (nN) for a few seconds, before the
piezo was retracted and a DNA molecule was stretched between the gold
surface and the AFM tip. The resulting force profile was measured via the
deflection of the AFM cantilever spring, using optical lever detection
(Amer and Meyer, 1988). Before the first approach of the AFM tip to the
surface, the spring constant of each lever was calibrated by measuring the
amplitude of its thermal oscillations (Butt and Jaschke, 1995; Florin et al.,
1995). The sensitivity of the optical lever detection was then measured by
indenting a hard surface with the AFM tip (i.e., by choosing a spot on the
substrate where no DNA had been incubated). The spring constants varied
between 7 and 15 mN/m, and the resonance frequencies of the cantilevers
in buffer varied accordingly between 700 Hz and 1.1 kHz. The sampling
rate of the AFM was 60 kHz, and the input signal was filtered at 10 kHz,
using an 8-pole low-pass Bessel filter with a cutoff of 48 dB per octave
(Frequency Devices, Haverhill, MA). Each force curve consists of 4096
steps. Up to 200 data points were recorded per step, depending on the
chosen velocity. For the graphic presentation a box smoothing window
(width21 steps) was applied to the data. All experiments were conducted
in Tris-EDTA buffer (see above) at 20°C, unless otherwise specified.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When a single -digest DNA molecule is stretched beyond
the previously described, highly cooperative B-S transition
at 65 pN (cf. Fig. 1 A, upper gray curve), a new conforma-
tional transition occurs at 150 pN (Rief et al., 1999). At
the end of this second transition the force increases drasti-
cally upon further extension of the molecule. Upon subse-
quent relaxation of the molecule the force drops continu-
ously, following a smooth curve, exhibiting none of the
conformational transitions of the extension curve (Fig. 1 A,
lower gray curve). This marked hysteresis indicates that a
massive topological change occurs during this second tran-
sition. Moreover, the relaxation curve of the molecule
strongly resembles the force versus extension curve of sin-
gle-stranded DNA (ssDNA), which is free of hysteresis and
follows a simple polymer elastic model without conforma-
tional transitions (Smith et al., 1996). To illustrate this
resemblance to ssDNA, we superimposed a deformation
trace of ssDNA (Fig. 1 A, black curve) on top of the
relaxation curve obtained from the double-stranded mole-
cule (lower gray curve); the agreement between the two
FIGURE 1 (A) Stretching and relaxation curve (gray curves) of a 1.5-
m-long segment of double-stranded -BstE II digest DNA in 150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA at an ambient temperature of 20°C.
After the highly cooperative B-S transition at 65 pN, a second conforma-
tional transition can be observed at around 150 pN, during which the DNA
double helix melts and only one of the two strands remains attached
between AFM tip and substrate. Superimposed is a force-versus-distance
curve of a 300-nm segment of ssDNA (black curve) recorded under the
same buffer conditions. Because of the different contour lengths of the two
molecules, the force curves were scaled to the same relative extension,
before superposition. (B) Low-force regime of the relaxation curve of the
 digest segment shown in A (gray curve) and a fit using an extensible FJC
model. The fit parameters are the same as those determined for ssDNA,
namely a Kuhn length of 15 Å and a stretch modulus of 800 pN (Smith et
al., 1996).
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curves is almost perfect, and they are virtually indistinguish-
able. This agreement leads us to the interpretation that the
high force transition is a force-induced melting transition
during which the double helix is split into single strands and
only one of the two strands remains attached between the
AFM tip and the substrate. In fact, fitting a freely jointed
chain (FJC) model with an additional segment elastic mod-
ulus (Smith et al., 1992)
ExF LsscothFbkBT kBTFb 1 FS, (1)
to the low-force regime of the relaxation curve obtained
from the double-stranded molecule (cf. Fig. 1 B) yields a
Kuhn length b of 15 Å and a linear segment elasticity S of
800 pN. These parameters are the same as those found by
Smith et al. (1996) to model the elastic response of single-
stranded DNA. This good agreement with previous studies
further corroborates our interpretation that indeed one of the
two strands does melt off during the high-force conforma-
tional transition. Nevertheless, it is important to note that at
forces beyond 100 pN, the linear model used above fails to
describe the elastic response of single-stranded DNA. Here
nonlinear enthalpic contributions, such as extreme bond
angle deformations or bond length variations, seem to be-
come important, and thus quantum chemical and molecular
dynamic simulations should be able to provide insight into
the molecular details at these forces. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the covalent bonds in the backbone of single-
stranded DNA sustain forces of at least 0.8 nN, consistent
with recent experiments by Grandbois et al. in which the
mechanical stability of individual covalent bonds was mea-
sured (Grandbois et al., 1999).
More generally, mechanical overstretching and subse-
quent force-induced melting of the DNA double helix can
also lead to different results, depending on the details of the
attachment of the molecule to the AFM tip and the gold
substrate. If the molecule is attached to the substrate by only
one of its two strands and is picked up by the AFM tip at the
complementary strand (i.e., the molecule is attached to the
substrate and to the AFM tip with both of its 3 ends or both
of its 5 ends), the connection will be lost upon force-
induced melting of the double helix. This can be observed in
a number of cases. In other cases, as in the trace shown in
Fig. 1 A, permanent conversion to single-stranded DNA
occurs upon overstretching. Here it is possible that single-
strand breaks (nicks) in the DNA strand that melts off, as
well as detachment of this strand from the AFM tip and the
gold substrate, facilitate complete detachment of the strand
and render recombination of the double helix upon relax-
ation of the molecule impossible. In some cases only a part
of the molecule recombines to its double-helical conforma-
tion, indicating that only a part of the strand that melts off
remains connected to the substrate or to the AFM tip. In
most relaxation traces, however, reannealing into a com-
plete double helix can be observed. In such a case (cf. Fig.
2) repeated splitting and reannealing can be performed up to
several hundred times with the same molecule. Here the
whole strand that melts off must remain attached to one of
the two opposing surfaces, or in the presence of a nick it
must remain attached to both surfaces. Finally, if the mol-
ecule is attached by both strands to both surfaces (tip and
substrate) and no single-strand break is present in the mol-
ecule, no conversion to ssDNA should be possible, and the
hysteresis between extension and relaxation trace should be
FIGURE 2 Stretching (black curve) and relaxation
curve (gray curve) of a segment of -BstE II digest
DNA in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM
EDTA at an ambient temperature of 20°C. Only after
the molecule has been relaxed to 1.2 times its
contour length (see arrow) does reannealing into the
double-helical conformation occur. Before this over-
stretching and relaxation cycle, the molecule had
been forced trough more than 70 such cycles.
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small. Fig. 3 shows an extension-relaxation cycle obtained
again on -digest DNA, where the first conformational
transition is shifted to 105 pN and exhibits significantly less
cooperativity than in the trace shown in Fig. 1 A: the plateau
starts at 96 pN and ends at 110 pN. At higher forces a
second transition can again be observed, but now the mol-
ecule shows almost no hysteresis upon relaxation. The
changes in the low-force conformational transition of this
force curve, when compared to Fig. 1 A, are in good
agreement with what was predicted by Marko (1998) for a
double-stranded DNA molecule with no rotational degree of
freedom around the molecule’s axis. This has recently been
confirmed experimentally by Le´ger et al. (1999), and ex-
periments with circular closed plasmid DNA in our own
laboratory (manuscript in preparation) further corroborate
this interpretation of the 105-pN plateau in Fig. 3. Since the
rotation of the molecule around its axis is only constrained
when the molecule is attached by both strands to both
surfaces and when both strands are intact, we conclude that
this is indeed the case for force curves, such as the one
shown in Fig. 3, with the first conformational transition at
105 pN. In our experiments, however, we observe such a
behavior for less than 5% of all molecules probed, which we
attribute to the number of nicks in the DNA samples as well
as the attachment of the molecules (see Materials and Meth-
ods for details).
An interesting thermodynamic difference between the
B-S transition and the melting transition is displayed in Fig.
4, where four extension traces, which were recorded with
the same molecule at different pulling velocities, are super-
imposed on top of each other. Within the experimentally
accessible limits, the force of the B-S transition is indepen-
dent of pulling velocities, whereas the melting transition
exhibits a pronounced speed dependence. For a pulling
velocity of 3 m/s the melting transition starts at 200 pN
and ends at 300 pN, while at pulling velocities of 150
nm/s the molecule seems to transform almost continuously
to the single-stranded conformation at the end of the B-S
plateau, without the distinct melting transition found in the
faster experiments. This shows that the B-S transition is an
equilibrium process on the time scale of our experiments,
whereas the melting transition occurs in nonequilibrium. In
other words, the rearrangement of the helix in the B-S
transition occurs much faster than reannealing of the split
strands. In view of the complex topology of the molecular
rearrangements during the melting transition, this finding is
quite intuitive. In contrast to the B-S transition, where only
internal rearrangements of the double helix, such as restack-
ing of the bases and a partial unwinding of the helix, are
taking place (Kosikov et al., 1999; Lebrun and Lavery,
1996), the two strands have to separate upon melting. The
molten strand presumably rotates around the stretched
strand and is then likely to assume a random coil confor-
mation with possible intrastrand hairpins (Rief et al., 1999).
Upon relaxation this sequence has in one way or another to
occur in reverse order. This typically gives rise to a large
hysteresis and often even requires nearly complete relax-
ation of the molecule before reannealing of the double helix
is observed (cf. also Fig. 2).
This fact, that at high pulling velocities we observe a
melting transition at forces significantly higher than 65 pN,
while at slow pulling velocities the melting seems to occur
directly at the end of the B-S transition, therefore might
imply the existence of an energy barrier for the melting of
FIGURE 3 Stretching (black curve) and relaxation
curve (gray curve) of a segment of -BstE II digest
DNA without nicks and with both strands firmly
attached to the AFM tip and the substrate surface.
Buffer conditions: 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH
8), 1 mM EDTA, 20°C. Here the plateau of the first
conformational transition occurs at 105 pN (middle of
the plateau).
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the DNA double helix. Two simple explanations for the
origin of such an energy barrier are hydrodynamic friction
or a static activation barrier to strand separation, as is found
for the separation of receptor-ligand pairs (Evans and
Ritchie, 1997; Merkel et al., 1999) or short oligonucleotides
(Strunz et al., 1999). For a simple kinetic barrier due to
hydrodynamic friction one should expect a linear depen-
dence of the melting force on the pulling velocity. However,
estimates of the hydrodynamic friction occurring in DNA
strand separation (Bockelmann et al., 1997) show that hy-
drodynamics alone cannot account for forces of 100 pN and
more, even at high pulling velocities. This is further cor-
roborated by the fact that even at pulling velocities of 3
m/s the macroscopic AFM cantilever (a 300-m-long
triangle with 10-m-wide arms) is deflected only by the
equivalent of 20 pN. For a static activation barrier, on the
other hand, a logarithmic dependence of the melting force
on the force loading rate might be expected (Evans and
Ritchie, 1997; Ha¨nggi et al., 1990; Merkel et al., 1999).
However, plotting the melting forces versus the logarithm
of the force loading rates (cf. Fig. 4, inset) reveals that this
again does not explain the data adequately. Apparently, the
force-induced melting of the DNA double helix is a more
complex process, which cannot be explained by such sim-
plistic models and which may involve multiple steps, such
as nucleation, sequential opening of the DNA base pairs,
rotation, and random coil formation.
Correlating the velocity dependence of the melting force
to the length of the stretched molecule can provide insight
into the kinetics of the force-induced melting process of
DNA. There is, however, a more direct way to gain infor-
mation on the kinetics of the melting as well as the rean-
nealing process of the DNA double helix. If the molecule is
forced through fast deformation and relaxation cycles, and if
different waiting times are introduced at one end of such a
cycle, the length of the B-S plateau, which is characteristic
for the double-helical conformation of the molecule, should
be a measure of how many base pairs were able to melt or
reanneal during such a cycle as a function of the waiting
time. Fig. 5 A shows three extension-relaxation cycles that
were obtained for the same dsDNA molecule. In the first
cycle the molecule is stretched and relaxed in 112 ms (time
for the full cycle) without any waiting time. As can be seen
from the lack of hysteresis in the B-S plateau region, during
this fast cycle the entire DNA double helix remains intact.
If a waiting time of 100 ms is introduced at the fully
extended position, because of partial melting of the DNA
double helix, the B-S plateau shortens by 25% in the
relaxation curve. Thus, during the 100 ms 25% of the
molecule corresponding to 2 kb has been able to separate,
which corresponds to a force-induced melting rate of 20
kb/s. In the third cycle the waiting time is increased to 500
ms, and now the entire double helix has been able to melt,
resulting in a relaxation trace that exhibits no B-S plateau
but follows a curve typical for ssDNA. This corresponds to
a melting rate of more than 15 kb/s for the entire DNA
segment probed. One should point out that the melting rates
vary considerably between experiments conducted on dif-
ferent DNA segments, most likely because of variations in
DNA sequence and topology, but also because of slight
variations in the experimental conditions. Nevertheless, in
these stretching experiments melting rates are consistently
larger than 1 kb/s. A similar kind of experiment can be
performed to investigate the kinetics of the reannealing
process. Here a molecule is stretched through the melting
transition and kept at the fully extended position for several
seconds to ensure complete melting of the double helix. The
molecule is then relaxed and immediately stretched again in
a 112-ms cycle (cf. Fig. 5 B, first cycle). In this case 35%
of the molecule has been able to reanneal to the double-
helical conformation. If a waiting time of 100 ms is intro-
duced close to the fully relaxed conformation of the mole-
cule (Fig. 5 B, second cycle), 60% of the molecule has been
able to recombine. Thus, because of the extra 100 ms an
FIGURE 4 Superposition of four extension traces
of the same piece of -BstE II digest DNA at different
pulling velocities: 3, 1.5, 0.7, and 0.15 m/s. The
force at which the melting transition occurs depends
on the pulling velocity, ranging from 68 pN at 0.15
m/s to 300 pN at 3 m/s. Inset: Melting force
versus logarithm of the force loading rate.
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additional 25% of the molecule, corresponding to 1.6 kb,
has been able to recombine. This corresponds to a reanneal-
ing rate of the DNA double helix of 1.6 kb/s. If the waiting
time is increased to 1 s (Fig. 5 B, third cycle), 100% of the
molecule recombines and adopts the double-helical confor-
mation, which leads to a lower estimate of the reannealing
rate of 6.5 kb/s (1 s is more time than is needed for
reannealing of the entire DNA segment). In our reannealing
experiments, the determined rates are again subject to some
variation between different experiments and different seg-
ments of DNA, but the variation is somewhat smaller, as the
reannealing process seems to be less dependent on small
variations in the experimental conditions, such as pulling
velocities and the exact position of the minimum and max-
imum extension of the piezo relative to the molecule’s
conformational transitions. Typical reannealing rates vary
between 10 and 20 kb/s. This value for the reannealing rate
of the DNA double helix is above the values determined in
ensemble measurements, which give a lower limit of 1 kb/s
for the DNA hybridization kinetics (James, 1984). Never-
theless, 1 kb/s is considered to be the lower limit for the
DNA hybridization kinetics (Blackburn and Gait, 1996),
and an important difference between the single-molecule
force experiments and ensemble measurements is the fact
that in the force experiments the DNA hybridization is
clearly a reaction rate-limited process, which allows for
direct measurement of the hybridization rate, whereas in
3-D ensemble experiments diffusion may also contribute,
and its effect on the measured rates has to be carefully
considered.
Another parameter with a strong influence on the me-
chanical stability of DNA is the ionic strength of the buffer
solution. Fig. 6 shows typical force-versus-distance curves
of -BstE II digest DNA under high and low ionic strength
buffer conditions at an ambient temperature of 20°C. In
high salt buffer (1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM
EDTA) (Fig. 6 A) the hysteresis in both B-S and melting
transition is significantly less pronounced, and irreversible
melting of the double helix can rarely be observed. In
low-salt buffers (10 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA),
on the other hand (Fig. 6 B), the hysteresis is very pro-
nounced, and during relaxation the DNA remains in the
single-stranded conformation until the molecule is com-
pletely relaxed, before the double helix can recombine.
Furthermore, under low-salt buffer conditions irreversible
conversion to ssDNA is frequently observed. If NaCl is
completely removed from the buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM
EDTA), typically parts or even all of the molecule seems to
have denatured even before overstretching of the molecule,
and thus only a short overstretching plateau can be ob-
FIGURE 5 (A) Three fast stretching and relaxation cycles obtained from
the same piece of -BstE II digest DNA in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH
8), 1 mM EDTA at 20°C. In the first cycle the molecule is stretched and
immediately relaxed again in a 112-ms cycle. In the second cycle a waiting
time of 100 ms is introduced at the fully extended position, and 25% of
the molecules are converted to the single-stranded conformation, as can be
seen from the hysteresis in the B-S plateau. If the waiting time at the fully
extended position is increased to 500 ms (third cycle), the entire piece of
DNA is converted to ssDNA, as can be seen from the lack of a B-S plateau
in the relaxation curve. (B) Three fast deformation cycles of -BstE II
digest DNA (same buffer as above). Now the molecule is first stretched to
the fully extended position (data not shown), where it is allowed to rest for
several seconds to ensure complete melting of the double helix. Then the
molecule is relaxed and immediately stretched again in a 112-ms cycle
(first cycle). During this fast cycle 30% of the molecules are able to
recombine to the double-helical conformation, as can be seen from the
partial appearance of a B-S plateau in the extension curve. If a resting time
of 100 ms is introduced in the relaxed position, 60% are able to recom-
bine, and if the resting time is increased to 1 s, the full B-S plateau
reappears, indicating that 100% of the DNA is able to recombine to the
double-helical conformation.
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served, corresponding to small and presumably GC-rich
parts of the molecule that are still in a double-helical con-
formation (cf. Fig. 6 C). This result is consistent with the
fact that the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively
charged phosphate groups along the backbone of each of the
two strands is effectively screened at a salt concentration of
1 M, where the Debye screening length is smaller than the
B-DNA diameter of 2 nm (Israelachvili, 1992; Voet and
Voet, 1995). Another interesting difference between the
force-distance curves obtained in low- and in high-salt
buffers is the fact that in 1 M NaCl the B-S plateau is highly
cooperative and occurs at 65 pN, just as in 150 mM NaCl,
while in 10 mM NaCl the B-S plateau typically starts at
50 pN and rises to 65 pN at the end of the B-S transition.
For the 10 mM Tris buffer without NaCl, the B-S plateau
starts at 40 pN and quickly rises to 65 pN. This low onset
of the B-S plateau under low-salt conditions agrees well
with data by Baumann et al., who investigated the first 30%
of the B-S plateau in -DNA as a function of NaCl con-
centration (Baumann et al., 1997). Furthermore, in our data,
the melting transition is somewhat less pronounced in 10
mM NaCl, when compared to data obtained in 1 M NaCl
buffer. This seems to suggest that in 10 mM NaCl buffer,
the melting of AT-rich regions of DNA occurs already at
forces below 65 pN, while the GC-rich regions still contrib-
ute to the distinct force-induced melting transition at higher
forces. In the NaCl-free buffer no distinct melting transition
can be observed (cf. Fig. 6 C).
As already pointed out above, if the pulling velocity is
slow enough to allow all necessary conformational rear-
rangements to take place in a quasistatic manner as the
molecule is extended, the DNA double helix seems to melt
immediately after the B-S transition. If one compares the
mechanical energy deposited in a dsDNA molecule at the
end of the B-S plateau with thermodynamic data (Breslauer
et al., 1986; Duguid et al., 1996), the surprising result is that
at a relative extension of 1.7 (at the end of the B-S plateau),
the mechanical energy deposited in the dsDNA molecule
already exceeds the base-paring free enthalpy Gbp(20°C)
of DNA. Even if the mechanical energy stored in the single
strand that remains attached between the AFM tip and the
substrate is subtracted from the mechanical energy depos-
ited in the double-stranded molecule, the excess mechanical
energy deposited in the double-helical molecule is still
comparable to the base-pairing free enthalpy Gbp(20°C) of
DNA. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where a DNA stretching
curve (fds(z)) and the relaxation curve (fss(z)) of the remain-
ing single strand (gray curves; force axis on the right side)
of a 2.3-m piece of dsDNA are shown and the integral
(fds(z)	 fss(z))dz (black curve; energy axis on the left side)
that corresponds to the area between the two curves is
compared directly to the thermodynamic data: The dashed
line in Fig. 7 represents the base-pairing free enthalpy
Gbp(20°C) of a 2.3-m random DNA segment according
to Breslauer et al. (1986). Here the average value of all 10
possible base-pairing enthalpies and entropies given by
Breslauer et al. was used to calculate Gbp(20°C) of a
random DNA sequence, making use of the equation
GT H T  S. (2)
The dotted line in Fig. 7 represents the base-pairing free
enthalpy Gbp(20°C) of the same 2.3-m DNA segment
according to Duguid et al. (1996). Unlike Breslauer et al.,
who determined Hbp and Sbp of all 10 possible Watson-
Crick base pairs, using short synthetic oligonucleotides,
Duguid et al. used 160-bp fragments of calf thymus DNA to
determine Hbp and Sbp of a random DNA sequence. To
compare the thermodynamic data to the force experiment,
the calorimetry data were extrapolated to the salt concen-
tration used in the force experiment (100 mM NaCl), using
the equation
TmC Tm1 M 16.6  log C, (3)
where Tm is the melting temperature and C is the NaCl
concentration (Schildkraut and Lifson, 1965).
It is well known that the stability of DNA decreases with
increasing temperature, and that most natural DNA se-
quences are completely denatured at temperatures around
90°C, in physiological buffer conditions. If the temperature
is raised to 40°C and more in a force experiment, typically
a distinct melting transition can no longer be observed, even
for comparably fast stretching velocities, and the force of
FIGURE 6 Three force versus distance cycles of three pieces of -BstE
II digest DNA in (A) 1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA; (B) 10
mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA; and (C) 10 mM Tris (pH 8),
1 mM EDTA. In 1 M NaCl the B-S transition occurs at 65 pN, and the
molecule exhibits only a small hysteresis between the extension and
relaxation traces. In 10 mM NaCl the B-S plateau starts around 50 pN and
rises to 65 pN at the end of the B-S plateau. The molecule exhibits a
marked hysteresis, and irreversible conversion to ssDNA is frequently
observed. In pure Tris EDTA buffer, without NaCl, usually large parts of
the molecules denature as soon as they are stretched, and very short or no
B-S plateaus can be observed.
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the B-S transition is reduced to values below 65 pN (cf. Fig.
8 A). If one compares the force values obtained for the B-S
plateau as a function of temperature with the thermody-
namic data (Breslauer et al., 1986), using Eq. 2, the me-
chanical energy deposited in the double helix at the end of
the B-S plateau is in accordance with the base-pairing free
enthalpy Gbp(T). Fig. 8 B shows the experimental values
of the B-S plateau force as a function of temperature and a
linear fit to the data points (markers and black line in Fig.
8 B), compared to the base-pairing free enthalpy Gbp(T). In
this graph, all energies are divided by 2.38 Å, which is the
length gained per base pair of dsDNA during the B-S
transition. This allows direct comparison of the measured
plateau height to the base-pairing free enthalpy of DNA.
The dashed line in Fig. 8 B represents Gbp(T) according to
Breslauer et al. (1986). (The thermodynamic data have
again been extrapolated to the salt concentration used in the
force experiments (150 mM NaCl), using Eq. 3.) Compar-
ing mechanical energies to the base-pairing free enthalpies
derived from thermal denaturation experiments, one has to
bear in mind that in a typical force experiment one strand of
ssDNA remains attached between the AFM tip and the
substrate surface. If the mechanical energy stored in ssDNA
at an extension of 5.78 Å/bp (this corresponds to the end of
the B-S plateau in dsDNA) is subtracted from the B-S
plateau forces, the result (gray line in Fig. 8 B) agrees well
with the thermodynamic data: the mechanical energy at the
end of the B-S plateau is only slightly less than the base-
pairing free enthalpy Gbp(T), and the deviation is still
within the experimental errors of the force experiments. If
we use the force experiments to determine the thermody-
namic parameters of DNA, and making again use of
G(T) 
 H 	 T S, the ordinate and slope of the black
line in Fig. 8 B yield a Hbp of 10.27 kcal/(molbp) and a
Sbp of 27.04 cal/(molbp). The gray line, which also ac-
counts for the remaining single strand, corresponds to a
Hbp of 10.26 kcal/(molbp) and a Sbp of 28.70 cal/
(molbp). These values for Hbp are only slightly above the
values determined for random DNA sequences in calorim-
etry experiments (Breslauer et al., 1986; Duguid et al.,
1996), and they agree rather well with the values for GC
base pairs (Breslauer et al., 1986). On the other hand, the
force experiments seem to overestimate the base pairing
entropy, because the values for Sbp are even larger than the
ones determined for GC base pairs by Breslauer et al.
Together with the good agreement between thermody-
namic data and the B-S plateau height, the fact that we do
not observe a distinct melting transition at high tempera-
tures suggests that at high temperatures a force-induced
melting of the DNA double helix already occurs in the B-S
transition, whereas at room temperature the DNA starts to
melt after the B-S transition: The high cooperativity of the
B-S transition has been explained as an all-or-none process,
where domains of fully overstretched S-DNA grow with
further extension of the molecule, rather than a process
where all base pairs in the molecule gradually change their
extension until they are fully overstretched to 5.78 Å/bp
(Ahsan et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1996). Consequently, if the
double-helical conformation is significantly destabilized by
an increased temperature, the double helix has to melt in
these fully overstretched domains as soon as the molecule is
extended into the B-S transition, even if the entire molecule
is still in a state of relatively small overstretching. With
increasing extension more DNA will then gradually be
converted to the single-stranded conformation, while at
room temperature the melting process starts at the very end
of the B-S plateau, except for AT-rich DNA segments (cf.
next paragraph).
As has been pointed out in the last paragraph, not only
kinetics, salt concentration and temperature, but also the
FIGURE 7 Force versus extension cy-
cle (gray curves; force axis on the right)
of a segment of -DNA in 100 mM NaCl,
10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA at
20°C, and the integral (fds(z) 	 fss(z))dz
(continuous black curve, energy axis on
the left) and base-pairing free enthalpies
Gbp(20°C) of the 2.3-m-long DNA
segment, according to Breslauer et al.
(1986) (– – –) and Duguid et al. (1996)
().
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specific sequence of the stretched DNA molecule should
influence its mechanical properties and, in particular, its
mechanical stability. To investigate the sequence depen-
dence of the mechanical properties and of the mechanical
stability of DNA, we stretched synthetic constructs of dou-
ble-stranded poly(dG-dC) as well as poly(dA-dT). Fig. 9
shows extension traces during which the molecules were
stretched to the maximum attachment force, where the AFM
cantilever snaps back to its resting position at zero force.
The different sequences exhibit pronounced differences in
their conformational transitions. For double-stranded
poly(dG-dC) (Fig. 9 A) the B-S transition occurs again at 65
pN, just as in -DNA, while the melting transition is shifted
toward higher forces, starting at 250 pN and leading into
the single-stranded conformation at 350 pN. For poly(dA-
dT) DNA (Fig. 9 B), however, the force of the first confor-
mational transition is reduced to 35 pN, and, much as at
high temperatures, the double helix seems to melt already
during this transition, so that an additional melting transi-
tion can no longer be observed. This result can again be
understood, taking into account that the mechanical energy
deposited in the double helix during the 35-pN conforma-
tional transition is comparable to the base-pairing free en-
thalpy of poly(dA-dT)poly(dA-dT) DNA (Breslauer et al.,
1986). This interpretation is further corroborated by the
finding that hairpins are formed in the self-complementary
poly(dA-dT) sequence already after a molecule has been
extended only partially into the B-S transition (Rief et al.,
1999). On the other hand, the fact that for the more stable
poly(dG-dC)poly(dG-dC) molecules the B-S transition re-
FIGURE 8 (A) Force versus extension trace of ds -BstE II digest DNA
in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA at 50°C. The B-S
plateau occurs at 41 pN, and a distinct melting transition at higher forces
cannot be observed. (B) B-S-plateau forces (markers) versus temperature
and a linear fit to the data (black line). The gray line represents the fit to
the B-S plateau forces minus the mechanical energy deposited in one base
of ssDNA at an extension of 5.78 Å, which corresponds to the extension
per base pair of dsDNA at the end of the B-S plateau. The dashed line
represents the base pairing free enthalpy Gbp(T) per base pair of a random
DNA sequence according to Breslauer et al. (1986). All energies are
divided by 2.38 Å to compare them directly to the B-S plateau forces,
because dsDNA elongates by 2.38 Å/bp during the B-S transition.
FIGURE 9 Force versus extension traces of poly(dG-dC)poly(dG-dC)
(A) and poly(dA-dT)poly(dA-dT) DNA (B) in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris
(pH 8), 1 mM EDTA at 20°C. For the poly(dG-dC) double helix the B-S
transition occurs again at 65 pN, while the melting transition is shifted to
forces around 300 pN. For poly(dA-dT) DNA the B-S plateau occurs at 35
pN, and no distinct melting transition can be observed.
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mains unchanged and only the melting transition is shifted
to higher forces is an indication that the value of 65 pN
corresponds indeed to the force where the B-S transition
occurs naturally. Thus, only if the base pairing free energy
Gbp(T, sequence) of a molecule is already exceeded in the
B-S transition, melting of the molecule occurs at a force
below 65 pN.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that if individual DNA double strands are
mechanically overstretched, the double helix melts into
single strands that, depending on the attachment of the two
strands to the mechanical actuators and on the number of
single-strand breaks in the molecule, may recombine to the
double-helical conformation upon relaxation of the mole-
cule. The force at which this melting of the double helix
occurs depends on the pulling velocity, the ionic strength,
and the temperature, as well as on the DNA sequence. The
kinetics of this force-induced melting and the reannealing
process have been investigated, and it has been shown that
on our experimental time scale the covalently closed back-
bone of a single DNA strand withstands forces of at least 0.8
nN. Furthermore, by varying the temperature as well as the
DNA sequence, good agreement was found between the
mechanical energies that can be deposited in the DNA
molecule before force-induced melting of the double helix
occurs and base pairing-free enthalpies Gbp, determined in
thermal DNA denaturation experiments. Together with the
work from other research groups, these results may open the
door to new approaches in the investigation of the interac-
tion of DNA with proteins or chemical agents that stabilize
or destabilize the double-helical conformation of DNA.
Experiments investigating DNA protein interaction as well
as the interaction of cytostatics with DNA are currently
being conducted in our laboratory.
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